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CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREMS FOR THE REAL ZEROS OF
WEYL POLYNOMIALS
YEN DO AND VAN VU
Abstract. We establish the central limit theorem for the number of real roots
of the Weyl polynomial Pnpxq “ ξ0 ` ξ1x ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` 1?n!ξnxn, where ξi are iid
Gaussian random variables. The main ingredients in the proof are new estimates
for the correlation functions of the real roots of Pn and a comparison argument
exploiting local laws and repulsion properties of these real roots.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we discuss random polynomials with Gaussian coefficients, namely,
polynomials of the form
Pnpxq “
nÿ
i´0
ciξix
i
where ξi are iid standard normal random variables, and ci are real, deterministic
coefficients (which can depend on both i and n).
The central object in the theory of random polynomials, starting with the clas-
sical works of Littlewood and Offord [18, 17, 16], is the distribution of the real
roots. This will be the focus of our paper. In what follows, we denote by Nn the
number of real roots of Pn.
One important case is when c1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ cn “ 1. In this case, the polynomial
is often referred to as Kac polynomial. Littlewood and Offord [18, 17, 16] in the
early 1940s, to the surprise of many mathematicians of their time, showed that
Nn is typically polylogarithmic in n.
Theorem 1 (Littlewood-Offord). For Kac polynomials,
log n
log log n
ď Nn ď log2 n
with probability 1´ op1q.
Almost simultaneously, Kac [15] discovered his famous formula for the density
function ρptq of Nn; he show
(1.1) ρptq “
ż 8
´8
|y|ppt, 0, yqdy,
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where ppt, x, yq is the joint probability density for Pnptq “ x and the derivative
P 1nptq “ y.
Consequently,
(1.2) ENn “
ż 8
´8
dt
ż 8
´8
|y|ppt, 0, yqdy.
For Kac polynomials, he computed ppt, 0, yq explicitly and showed [15]
(1.3) ENn “ 1
pi
ż 8
´8
d
1
pt2 ´ 1q2 `
pn` 1q2t2n
pt2n`2 ´ 1q2dt “ p
2
pi
` op1qq log n.
More elaborate analysis of Wilkins [28] and also Edelman and Kostlan [8] pro-
vide a precise estimate of the RHS, showing
(1.4) ENn “ 2
pi
log n` C ` op1q,
where C “ 0.65... is an explicit constant.
The problem of estimating the variance and establishing the limiting law has
turned out to be significantly harder. Almost thirty years after Kac’s work,
Maslova solved this problem.
Theorem 2. [19, 20] Consider Kac polynomials. We have, as n tends to infinity
Nn ´ ENn
pV arNnq1{2 Ñ Np0, 1q.
Furthermore V arNn “ pK ` op1qq log n, where K “ 4pi p1´ 2pi q.
Both Kac’s and Maslova’s results hold in a more general setting where the
gaussian variable is replaced by any random variable with the same mean and
variance; see [19, 20, 13].
Beyond the case c1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ cn “ 1, the expectation of Nn is known for many
other settings, see for instance [4, 9, 20, 8] and the references therein and also the
introduction of [7] for a recent update. In many cases, the order of magnitude
of the coefficients ci (rather than their precise values) already determines the
expectation ENn almost precisely (see the introduction of [7]).
The limiting law is a more challenging problem, and progress has been made
only very recently, almost 40 years after the publication of Maslova’s result. In
2015, Dalmao [5] established the CLT for Kostlan-Shub-Smale polynomials (the
case when ci “
b`
n
i
˘
). It has been known that in the case the expectation ENn
is precisely 2
?
n [8].
Theorem 3. [5] Consider Kostlan-Shub-Smale polynomials. We have, as n tends
to infinity
Nn ´ ENn
pV arNnq1{2 Ñ Np0, 1q.
Furthermore V arNn “ pK`op1qq?n, where K “ 0.57... is an explicit constant.
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There are also many recent results on random trigonometric polynomial; see
[11, 3, 2, 26]; in fact, [5] is closely related to [2], and the proof of Theorem 3 used
the ideas developed for random trigonometric polynomials from [2]. In particular,
the papers mentioned above made essential use of properties of gaussian processes.
In this paper, we first establish the central limit theorem for Nn for another
important class of random polynomials, the Weyl polynomials
Pnpxq “
nÿ
k“0
ξk?
k!
xk.
Theorem 4. Consider Weyl polynomials. We have, as nÑ 8,
Nn ´ ENn
pV arNnq1{2 Ñ Np0, 1q.
Furthermore V arNn “ p2K ` op1qq?n, where K “ 0.18198.. is an explicit
constant.
It is well known that for Weyl polynomials ENn “ p 2pi ` op1qq
?
n [8, 27]. We
give the exact value of K in the next section.
Our method for proving the CLT is new, and it actually yields a stronger result,
which establishes the following CLT for a very general class of linear statistics.
To fix notation, let h : R Ñ R. Given 0 ă α ď 1, we say that h is α-Ho¨lder
continuous on an interval ra, bs if |hpxq ´ hpyq| ď C|x ´ y|α for any a ď x, y ď b,
and the constant C is uniform over x, y. Below let Zn denote the (multi)set of the
real zeros of Pn.
Theorem 5. There is a finite positive constant K such that the following holds.
Let h : RÑ R be bounded, nonzero, and supported on r´1, 1s such that
(i) h has finitely many discontinuities and
(ii) h is Ho¨lder continuous when restricted to each interval in the partition of
r´1, 1s using these discontinuities.
Let pRnq Ñ 8 such that Rn ď n1{2 ` opn1{4q and let Nn “ řxPZn hpx{Rnq.
Then
lim
nÑ8
VarrNns
Rn}h}22 “ K .
Furthermore, as nÑ 8 we have the following convergence in distribution:
(1.5)
Nn ´ ENn
pVar Nnq1{2 Ñ Np0, 1q .
It seems to us that the approach relying on the properties of Gaussian processes
used in the above mentioned papers is not applicable in the setting of Theorem 5,
with a general test function h.
Taking h “ 1I where I is union of finitely many intervals in r´1, 1s, we obtain
the following corollary, which establishes the CLT for the number of real roots in
unions of intervals with total length tending to infinity.
Corollary 1. There is a finite positive constant K such that the following holds.
Let I Ă r´1, 1s be union of finitely many intervals. Let pRnq Ñ 8 such that
Rn ď n1{2`opn1{4q and let Nn be the number of zeros of Pn in RnI “ tRnx, x P Iu.
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Then
lim
nÑ8
VarrNns
Rn|I| “ K .
Furthermore, as nÑ 8 we have the following convergence in distribution:
Nn ´ ENn
pVar Nnq1{2 Ñ Np0, 1q .
For the special case when I is an interval of the form r´a, as, the above asymp-
totics for the variance of the number of real roots was obtained in [24].
The assumption pRnq Ñ 8 on the length is optimal, since asymptotic normality
does not hold for intervals of bounded length, due to the repulsion between nearby
real roots. A similar result of this type was obtained by Granville and Wigman
[11] for random trigonometric polynomials, in the special case where the union I
consists of one interval.
2. A sketch of our argument and the outline of the paper
The heart of the matter is Theorem 5. It is well-known that most of the real
roots of the Weyl polynomial (which we will denote by Pn in the rest of the proof)
are inside r´?n,?ns; see for instance [8, 27] (see also Lemma 4 of the current
paper for a local law for the number of real roots of Pn). Instead of considering
Nn, we restrict to the number of real roots inside r´?n,?ns. By Theorem 5, this
variable satisfies CLT. To conclude the proof of Theorem 4, we will use a tool from
[27] to bound the number of roots outside this interval, and show that this extra
factor is negligible with respect to the validity of the CLT.
In order to establish Theorem 5, we first prove a central limit theorem for the
random Weyl series
P8pxq “
8ÿ
k“0
ξk?
k!
xk .
Let Z denote the (multi)set of the real zeros of P8 where each element in Z is
repeated according to its multiplicity.
For h : RÑ R and R ą 0 let npR, hq “ řxPZ hpx{Rq.
Theorem 6. There is a finite positive constant K such that the following holds.
Let h : RÑ R be nonzero compactly supported and bounded. Then
lim
RÑ8
VarrnpR, hqs
R}h}22 “ K
and as RÑ 8 we have the following convergence in distribution:
npR, hq ´ EnpR, hqa
VarrnpR, hqs Ñ Np0, 1q .
Furthermore, for any k ě 1 it holds that ErnpR, hqks ď Ch,kRk.
The constant K is the same in Theorem 4, Theorem 5, and Theorem 6, and
could be computed explicitly:
(2.1) K “ 1
pi
`
ż
pρp0, tq ´ 1
pi2
qdt
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where ρps, tq is the two-point correlation function for the real zeros of P8. In fact,
numerical computation of K was done by Schehr and Majumdar [24] using an
explicit evaluation of ρps, tq (from the Kac-Rice formula), giving K “ 0.18198....
For the convenience of the reader and to keep the paper self-contained we sketch
some details in Appendix C.
We deduce Theorem 5 from Theorem 6 via a comparison argument. Roughly
speaking, we try to show that, restricted to certain intervals, there is a bijection
between the real roots of the two functions. This argument relies critically on the
repulsion properties of the real roots of Pn and P8 (see Section 6).
The rest of the paper is devoted to proving Theorem 6. By extending the
polynomial to the full series, we can take advantage of the invariance properties of
the root process. The main ingredients of the proof are estimates for the correlation
functions of the real zeros of P8. These correlation function estimates are inspired
by related results for the complex zeros of P8 by Nazarov and Sodin [22], and we
adapt their approach to the real setting. One of the essential steps in [22] is to use a
Jacobian formula (which relates the distribution of the coefficients of a polynomial
to the distribution of its complex roots) to estimate the correlation functions of
random polynomials with fixed degrees. Such formula is, however, not available
for real roots, and to overcome this difficulty we use a general expression for
correlation functions of real roots of random polynomials due to Go¨tze, Kaliada,
Zaporozhets [10]. This expression turns out to be useful to study correlation of
small (real) roots, and to remove the smallness assumption we appeal to various
invariant properties of the real roots of P8.
Acknowledgement. We would like to thank Manjunath Krishnapur for useful
suggestions and Gregory Schehr for a correction concerning the computation of
the explicit constant K.
Outline of the paper. In Section 3 we will prove several estimates concerning
the repulsion properties of the real zeros of Pn and P8. In Section 4 we will
prove some local estimates for the real roots of Pn. In Section 6 we will use these
estimates to prove Theorem 5 assuming the validity of Theorem 6.
In Section 7 we summarize the new estimates for the correlation functions for
the real zeros of P8, which will be used in Section 8 to prove Theorem 5.
The proof of the correlation function estimates stated in Section 7 will be pre-
sented in the remaining sections.
Notational convention. By A À B we mean that there is a finite positive
constant C such that |A| ď CB. By A Àt1,t2..., B we mean that there is a finite
positive constant C that may depend on t1, t2, . . . such that |A| ď CB. Sometimes
we also omit the subscripts when the dependency is clear from the context.
We also say that an event holds with overwhelming probability if it holds with
probability at least 1´OCpn´Cq where C ą 0 is any fixed constant.
For any I Ă R we’ll let NnpIq be the number of real roots of Pn in I.
3. Real root repulsion
In this section we will prove some repulsion estimates for the real roots of Pn
(and P8). These estimates will be used to deduce Theorem 5 from Theorem 6
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3.1. Uniform estimates for Pn and P8. We first establish several basic esti-
mates for the derivatives of Pn and P8. For convenience of notation let Pąn “
P8 ´ Pn.
Lemma 1. Let In “ r´n1{2 ` n1{6 log n, n1{2 ´ n1{6 log ns.
For any m ě 0 integer and C ą 0 there is a constant c “ cpm,Cq ą 0 such that
for any N ą 0 and n ě 1
Ppsup
yPIn
|e´y2{2P pmqn pyq| ą Nnm{2q À ne´cN2 ,(3.1)
Ppsup
yPIn
|e´y2{2P pmq8 pyq| ą Nnm{2q À ne´cN2 ,(3.2)
Ppsup
yPIn
|e´y2{2P pmqąn pyq| ą Nn´Cq À ne´cN2 .(3.3)
The implicit constants may depend on C and m.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume N ą 1.
We first show (3.1). For any fixed y, we have
Varre´y2{2P pmqn pyqs “ e´y2
nÿ
k“m
pk `mq2 . . . pk ` 1q2 y
2k
pk `mq!
“ e´y2
n´mÿ
k“0
pk `mq . . . pk ` 1qy
2k
k!
ă nm
Since e´y2{2P pmqn pyq is centered Gaussian, it follows that for each fixed y we have
Pp|e´y2{2P pmqn pyq| ě Nnm{2q À e´N2{4
Let X “ pξ0, . . . , ξnq and let }.} denote the `2 norm on Rn`1. By Cauchy-
Schwarz, we have the deterministic estimate
|e´y2{2P pmqn pyq| ď }X}Varre´y2{2P pmqn pyqs ă }X}nm{2
Let δ P p0, 1q to be chosen later. Divide the interval In into Opn1{2δ´1q intervals
of length at most δ. Let K be the collection of the midpoints of these intervals,
then by an union bound we have
PpDy P K : |e´y2{2P pmqn pyq| ą Nnm{2q ď n1{2δ´1e´N2{4
For any y1 P In, then there is y P K such that |y1 ´ y| ď δ. Now, for any
 P p0, 1q, using the mean value theorem we have
|e´py`q2{2P pmqn py ` q ´ e´y2{2P pmqn pyq|
ď e´py`q2{2|P pmqn py ` q ´ P pmqn pyq| ` |re´py`q2{2 ´ e´y2{2sP pmqn pyq|
ď e´py`q2{2 sup
αPpy,y`q
|P pm`1qn pαq| ` py ` qe´y2{2|P pmqn pyq|
ď }X}rnpm`1q{2 ` py ` qnm{2s
À npm`1q{2}X}
One could crudely estimate P p}X} ą eN2{8q ď e´N2{4E}X}2 “ p1 ` nqe´N2{4.
(There are sharper estimates for X which follows the chi-squared distribution,
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but the above estimate is good enough for our purposes.) Therefore by letting
δ “ Nn´1{2e´N2{8 and conditioning on the event }X} ď eN2{8 we obtain
PpDy P In : |e´y2{2P pmqn pyq| ą 4Nnm{2q
ď nN´1e´N2{8 ` pn` 1qe´N2{4
À ne´N2{8
This completes the proof of (3.1).
By the triangle inequality it remains to show (3.3).
We proceed as before. Given any fixed y we have
Varre´y2{2P pmqąn pyqs “ e´y2
8ÿ
k“n´m`1
pk ` 1q2 . . . pk `mq2 y
2k
pk `mq!
À y2me´y2
8ÿ
k“n´m`1
y2pk´mq
pk ´mq!
Let y0 “ n1{2 ´ n1{6 log n. Then for n large enough (relative to m) we have
n ´m ` 1 ě y20 ą y2, consequently for each k ě n ´m ` 1 the function hpyq “
2k log |y| ´ y2 is increasing over y P p0, y0. It follows that
Varre´y2{2P pmqąn pyqs À nme´y20
8ÿ
k“n´2m`1
y2k0
k!
Since
?
n À y0 ď ?n and m “ p1q, it follows that
Varre´y2{2P pmqąn pyqs À nme´y20
8ÿ
k“n
y2k0
k!
À nme´y20
rp1.01qnsÿ
k“n
y2k0
k!
À nm`1e´y20 y
2n
0
n!
(here we used the fact that y20{k ă 1{1.01 ă 1 if k ě p1.01qn, and y2{k ď 1 for
k ě n). Consequently,
Varre´y2{2P pmqąn pyqs À nm`1e´y20 y
2n
0
n!
À nm`1e´y20 y
2n
0
pn{eqn`1{2
“ nm`1{2e´y20`2n log y0´n logn`n
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Now, for brevity write y0 “ ?np1´ βq where β “ n´1{3 log n “ op1q, then
´y20 ` 2n log y0 ´ n log n` n
“ ´np1´ 2β ` β2q ` n log n` 2n logp1´ βq ´ n log n` n
“ 2nrβ ´ β
2
2
` logp1´ βqs
“ ´2nβ
3
3
p1`Opβqq
ď ´nβ3{3 “ ´ log n3{3
when n is large. Therefore
Varre´y2{2P pmqąn pyqs À nm`1{2e´ logn3{3 ÀC,m n´C(3.4)
for any C ą 0. Therefore for any fixed y such that |y| ď ?np1 ´ log n{n1{3q we
have
Pp|e´y2{2P pmqąn pyq| ą Nn´Cq À e´N2{4
Let X “ pξn`1, ξn`2, . . . , ξ3n, ξ3n`1{2, . . . , ξm{2m´3n, . . . q and let }.} denote the
`2 norm on Rn`1. By Cauchy-Schwarz and using y2 ď n, we have the deterministic
estimate
|e´y2{2P pmqąn pyq| ď }X}e´y2{2p
3n´mÿ
k“n`1´m
pk ` 1q . . . pk `mqy2k
k!
`
`
ÿ
ką3n´m
4k`m´3npk ` 1q . . . pk `mqy2k
k!
q1{2
À }X}e´y2{2p
3nÿ
k“n`1
kmy2k
k!
`Opn
my6n
p3nq! qq
1{2
À }X}nm{2
Let δ P p0, 1q to be chosen later. Divide the interval In into Opn1{2δ´1q intervals
of length at most δ. Let K be the collection of the midpoints of these intervals,
then by an union bound we have
PpDy P K : |e´y2{2P pmqąn pyq| ą Nn´Cq ď n1{2δ´1e´N2{4
For any y1 P In, then there is y P K such that |y1 ´ y| ď δ. Now, for any
 P p0, 1q, using the mean value theorem we have
|e´py`q2{2P pmqąn py ` q ´ e´y2{2P pmqąn pyq|
ď e´py`q2{2|P pmqąn py ` q ´ P pmqąn pyq| ` |re´py`q2{2 ´ e´y2{2sP pmqąn pyq|
ď e´py`q2{2 sup
αPpy,y`q
|P pm`1qąn pαq| ` py ` qe´y2{2|P pmqąn pyq|
À }X}rnpm`1q{2 ` py ` qnm{2s
À npm`1q{2}X}
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One could crudely estimate P p}X} ą eN2{8q ď e´N2{4E}X}2 À ne´N2{4. Therefore
by letting δ “ Nn´1{2e´N2{8 and conditioning on the event }X} ď eN2{8 we obtain
PpDy P In : |e´y2{2P pmqąn pyq| Á Nnm{2q
À nN´1e´N2{8 ` ne´N2{4
À ne´N2{8
This completes the proof of (3.3).

3.2. Replusion of the real roots. In this section we prove estimates concern-
ing the separation of real roots of Pn and P8 in In “ r´n1{2 ` n1{6 log n, n1{2 ´
n1{6 log ns.
Lemma 2. For any c2 ą 0 the following estimates hold for c1 ą c2 ` 2:
(i) P
´
D x P In : Pnpxq “ 0, | ddxpe´x
2{2Pnpxqq| ă n´c1
¯
À n´c2
(ii) P
´
D x, x1 P In : Pnpxq “ Pnpx1q “ 0, 0 ă |x´ x1| ă n´c1
¯
À n´c2
Proof. For convenience of notation let qnpxq “ e´x2{2Pnpxq. Clearly qn and Pn
have the same real roots. Furthermore, for x P In it holds that
q1npxq “ e´x2{2P 1npxq ` p´xqe´x2{2Pnpxq
ď e´x2{2|P 1npxq| `
?
ne´x
2{2|Pnpxq|
and similarly
q2npxq “ e´x2{2P 2npxq ` 2p´xqe´x2{2P 1npxq ` px2 ´ 1qe´x2{2Pnpxq
À e´x2{2|P 2npxq| `
?
ne´x
2{2|P 1npxq| ` ne´x2{2|Pnpxq|
Thus, using Lemma 1 with N “ C log1{2 n with C ą 0 large, we obtain
(3.5) Ppsup
yPIn
|q2npyq| Á n log1{2 nq À ne´cC logn ă n´c2 .
(i) Let δ “ n´c1 .
Suppose that qnpxq “ 0 and |q1npxq| ă δ for some fixed x P In. Then for every
x1 P In with |x1 ´ x| ď δ, conditioning on the event sup|y|PIn |q2npyq| À n log1{2 n
and using the mean value theorem, we have
qnpx1q “ qnpxq ` px1 ´ xqq1npxq `Oppx´ x
1q2n log1{2 n
2
q
À δ2 ` δ2n log1{2 n
À δ2n log1{2 n “: β
Now, divide the interval In into Opn1{2δ´1q intervals of length at most δ{2. Using
the above estimates and using an union bound, it follows that
P
´
D x P In : qnpxq “ 0, |q1npxq| ă δ
¯
À ?nδ´1 sup
xPIn
Pp|qnpxq| À βq ` n´c2
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Now, for each x P In there is 0 ď j ď n depending on x such that |e´x2{2 xj?j! | Á
n´1{2. To see this, we invoke (3.4) for m “ 0 and obtain
e´x
2
ÿ
jąn
x2j
j!
“ Varre´x2{2Pąnpxqs À n1{2e´ log3 n{3
Consequently for x P In we have řnj“0 x2jj! Á ex2 and therefore one could select a
j P 0, n with the stated properties.
Given such a j, we condition on e´x2{2
ř
i‰j ξi
xi?
i!
, which is independent from ξj,
obtaining
P p|qnpxq| ă δ1`q ď sup
z
P px
je´x2{2?
j!
ξj P pz ´ β, z ` βqq
À e
x2{2?j!
|xj| β À n
1{2β
since the density of the Gaussian distribution (of ξj) is bounded. Note that the
implicit constants are independent of x P In. Consequently,
P
´
D x P In : Pnpxq “ 0, |P 1npxq| ă δ
¯
À n´c2 ` nδ´1β
“ n´c2 ` δn2 log1{2 n
“ n´c2 ` n2´c1 log1{2 n À n´c2
provided that c1 ą c2 ` 2.
(ii) Assume that for some x ‰ x1 in In we have qnpxq “ qnpx1q “ 0. By the mean
value theorem there is some x2 between x, x1 such that q1npx2q “ 0. Let δ “ n´c1 as
before. Conditioning on the event sup|y|PIn |q2npyq| À n log1{2 n (which holds with
probability 1´Opn´c2q) and using the mean value theorem we have
q1npxq “ q1npx2q ` |x´ x2|Opn log1{2 nq “ Opδn log1{2 nq
therefore for any y P rx´ δ, x` δs it holds that
qnpyq “ qnpxq ` py ´ xqq1npxq ` py ´ xq2Opn log1{2 nq
“ Opδ2n log1{2 nq
The rest of the proof similar to (i). 
Using an entirely similar argument, we also have the following series analogue
of Lemma 2.
Lemma 3. For any c2 ą 0 the following estimates hold for c1 ą c2 ` 2:
(i) P
´
D x P In : P8pxq “ 0, | ddxpe´x
2{2P8pxqq| ă n´c1
¯
À n´c2
(ii) P
´
D x, x1 P In : P8pxq “ P8px1q “ 0, 0 ă |x´ x1| ă n´c1
¯
À n´c2
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4. Local law for Pn
In this section we prove a local law for Pn, which will be used in the proof of
Theorem 5 and Theorem 4.
Lemma 4. The following holds with overwhelming probability: for any interval
I Ă R it holds that
NnpIq À p1` |I X r´?n,?ns|qnop1q .
A variant of Lemma 4 for complex zeros of (non-Gaussian) Weyl polynomials
was considered in [27] (see estimates (87,88) of [27]). The proof given below for
Lemma 4 is inspired by the (complex) argument in [27]. Our setting is simpler
because Pn is Gaussian thus our condition on I is weaker (in comparison to the
requirement that I Ă tn´C ď |x| ď C?nu in [27]).
We will need the following estimate [27, Proposition 4.1, arXiv version]; to keep
the current paper self-contained we will include a proof of this estimate shortly.
Proposition 1. Let n ě 1 be integer and f be a random polynomial of degree at
most n. Let z0 P C be depending on n, and let n´Op1q À c ď r À nOp1q be quantities
that may depend on n.
Let G : C Ñ C be a deterministic smooth function that may depend on n such
that
sup
zPBpz0,r`cqzBpz0,r´cq
|Gpzq| À nOp1q
Assume that for any z P Bpz0, r ` cqzBpz0, r ´ cq one has
log |fpzq| “ Gpzq `Opnop1qq
with overwhelming probability.
Then with overwhelming probability the following holds: f ı 0 and the number
N of roots of f in Bpz0, rq satisfies
N “ 1
2pi
ż
Bpz0,rq
|∆Gpzq|dz `Opnop1qc´1rq `Op
ż
Bpz0,r`cqzBpz0,r´cq
|∆Gpzq|dzq
Proof. We largely follow [27]. We first prove the upper bound
N ď 1
2pi
ż
Bpz0,rq
|∆Gpzq|dz `Opnop1qc´1rq `Op
ż
Bpz0,r`cqzBpz0,r´cq
|∆Gpzq|dzq
Let Z denote the (multi)set of zeros of f . We then estimate
N ď
ÿ
zPZ
φpzq “ 1
2pi
ż
C
∆φpzq log |fpzq|dz
“ 1
2pi
ż
C
∆φpzqGpzqdz `Op
ż
C
|∆φpzq||hpzq|dzq
“ 1
2pi
ż
C
φpzq∆Gpzqdz `Op
ż
C
|∆φpzq||hpzq|dzq
Now it is clear thatż
C
φpzq∆Gpzqdz “
ż
Bpz0,rq
∆Gpzqdz `Op
ż
Bpz0,r`cqzBpz0,r´cq
|∆Gpzq|dzq
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therefore to estabish the upper bound it remains to show thatż
Bpz0,r`cqzBpz0,r´cq
|hpzq|dz À nop1qcr
with overwhelming probability.
We first show thatż
Bpz0,r`cqzBpz0,r´cq
|hpzq|2dz “ OpnOp1qq(4.1)
with overwhelming probability. Since h “ log |f | ´ G and |Gpzq| “ OpnOp1qq
uniformly on Bpz0, r ` cqzBpz0, r ´ cq and r, c are polynomial in n, it remains to
show the same estimate for log |f |.
Now, let z1 “ z0 ` r. By the given hypothesis, with overwhelming probability
log |fpz1q| “ Gpz1q ` Opnop1qq “ OpnOp1qq (which in particular means that z1 is
not one of the zeros of f on this event). Conditioning on this event, it remains to
show that ż
Bpz0,r`cqzBpz0,r´cq
| log |fpzq| ´ log |fpz1q||2dz “ OpnOp1qq
Factorizing Pnpzq “ Cśnk“1pz ´ ξkq where pξkq are the complex roots of f , it
suffices to show that for any α P Czz1 we haveż
Bpz0,r`cqzBpz0,r´cq
log2 | z ´ α
z1 ´ α |dz “ Opn
Op1qq
(uniformly over α). There are two cases: First, if |α ´ z0| ą r ` 2c then clearly
| |z ´ α||z1 ´ α| ´ 1| ď
|z1 ´ z|
c
“ OpnOp1qq
uniformly over z P Bpz0, r ` cqzBpz0, r ´ cq, which implies the desired estimate.
Secondly, if |α´z0| ď r`2c then we estimate log2 | z´αz1´α | À log2 |z´α|`log2 |z1´α|
and the desired estimate follows fromż
Bp0,2r`3cq
log2 |z|dz “ Opp1` 2r ` 3cqOp1qq “ OpnOp1qq
Now we condition on the event that (4.1) holds. For m ě 1 let x1, . . . , xm be
independently randomly selected from Bpz0, r`cqzBpz0, r´cq (which has measure
4rc). (These points are also chosen independent of f .) Using the Monte Carlo
sampling lemma and (4.1), we haveż
Bpz0,r`cqzBpz0,r´cq
|hpzq| ď 4rcr 1
m
mÿ
k“1
|hpxkq|s ` pmδq´1{2nOp1q
with probability at least 1 ´ δ. Given any C ą 0 let δ “ n´C and m “ nA`C
where A is very large. By the given hypothesis, for each k “ 1, . . . ,m we have
hpxkq| “ Opnop1qq with probability at least 1 ´ OA,Cpn´p2A`Cqq. Therefore using
union bound with probability at least 1 ´ Opn´Cq we have (still conditioning on
(4.1) holding): ż
Bpz0,r`cqzBpz0,r´cq
|hpzq| À rcnop1q ` n´A{2nOp1q
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Since A could be chosen arbitrarily large and r, c are at least some negative power
of n, it follows that with probability at least 1´Opn´Cq we have (still conditioning
on (4.1) holding): ż
Bpz0,r`cqzBpz0,r´cq
|hpzq| À rcnop1q
Since (4.1) holds overwhelmingly, by removing the conditioning it follows that the
following estimate hold with probability 1´Opn´Cq (any C ą 0):ż
Bpz0,r`cqzBpz0,r´cq
|hpzq| À rcnop1q
in other words it holds overwhelmingly, as desired.
For the lower bound for N we’ll choose φ to be supported on Bpz0, rq and equal
1 on Bpz0, r ´ cq, the rest of the argument is entirely similar. 
We’ll use a crude estimate for the roots of Pn:
Lemma 5. Given any C ą 0, with probability at least 1´Opn´Cq the roots of Pn
satisfy |z| ď np3C`2q{2.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume n ě 2. Let X “ pξ0, . . . , ξn´1q and let
}.} denote the `2 norm on Rn. By Cauchy-Schwartz, we have the deterministic
estimate
|
n´1ÿ
j“0
ξj
zj?
j!
| ď }X}p
n´1ÿ
j“0
|z|2j
j!
q1{2
For any |z| ą np3C`2q{2 it is clear that the sequence p|z|2j{j!qnj“0 is lacunary
|z|2j{j!
|z|2j´2{pj ´ 1q! “
|z|2
j
ě n3C`2{j ě n3C`1 ą 1
therefore we have the deterministic bound
p
n´1ÿ
j“0
|z|2j
j!
q1{2 ÀC n´p3C`1q{2 |z|
n
?
n!
Consequently it suffices to show that the event t}X} ď 1
M
np3C`1q{2|ξn|u has prob-
ability at least 1´OM,Cpn´Cq, any M ą 0. Since E}X}2 “ n, it follows that
P p}X} ă npC`1q{2q “ 1´Opn´Cq
and using boundedness of the density of Gaussian we have
P p|ξn| ěMn´Cq “ 1´OMpn´Cq
thus taking the intersection of these two events we obtain the desired claim. 
4.1. Proof of Lemma 4. We now begin the proof of Lemma 4. Note that
Pn{|V arPn|1{2 is normalized Gaussian. It follows that for any z
log |Pnpzq| “ 1
2
log |V arPnpzq| `Opnop1qq
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with overwhelming probability (the implicit constant is independent of z but the
bad event may depend on z). And
V arPnpzq “
nÿ
j“0
|z|2j
j!
Let z be such that |z| ě ?n. Then the sequence 1 ď |z|2{1! ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď |z|2n{n! is
increasing. It follows that |z|2n{n! ď V arrPns ď pn` 1q|z|2n{n!, and consequently
using Stirling’s formula we have the uniform bound
log |V arPnpzq| “ 2n log |z| ´ logpn!q `Oplog nq
“ 2n log |z| ´ pn log n´ nq `Opnpop1qq
If |z| ď n1{2 then |z|2k{pkq! ě |z|2k`2{pk ` 1q! for any k ě n and when k ą 2n
we have |z|2k{k! ě 2|z|2k`2{pk ` 1q!. Thus n´1e|z|2 À V arrPns ď e|z|2 therefore
log |V arPnpzq| “ |z|2 `Opnop1qq
We now take Gpzq “ 1
2
gp|z|q|z|2 ` p1 ´ gp|z|qqrn log |z| ´ 1
2
nplog n ´ 1qs which
is smooth where g : R Ñ r0, 1s a bump function such that gpxq “ 1 for |x| ď ?n
and gpxq “ 0 for |x| ě ?n ` 1. In the transitional region ?n ď |z| ď ?n ` 1, by
examination we have
2n log |z| ´ n log n` n “ |z|2 `Op1q
Therefore for each z with overwhelming probability it holds that
log |Pnpzq| “ 1
2
log |V arPnpzq| `Opnop1qq “ Gpzq `Opnop1qq
Note that G is depending only on |z| and satisfies polynomial bound Gpzq “
OpnOp1qq if |z| is also at most polynomial in n. Furthermore,
∆Gpzq “
#
2, |z| ď ?n
0, |z| ě ?n` 1
and for
?
n ă |z| ă ?n` 1 using the polar coordinate form of ∆ it holds that
∆Gpzq “ r1
r
Br ` Brrs
´
gprqr
2
2
` p1´ gprqqpn log r ´ 1
2
n log n` n
2
q
¯
“ Op1
r
|g1prq|q `Op|g2prq|q `Op|g1prq||r ´ n
r
|q “ Op1q
Now, let C ą 0, then by Lemma 5 with probability 1´Opn´Cq the roots of Pn
satisfy |z| ď N :“ np3C`2q{2.
We now apply Proposition 1 with z0 “ N , r “ N{2, and c “ N{4. Then with
overwhelming probability
NnrN{2, 3N{2s À
ż
BpN,N{2q
1Bp0,?n`1q `Opnop1qq `
ż
BpN,3N{2qzBpN,N{2q
1Bp0,?n`1q
“ Opnop1qq
We then repeat (variance of) this argument OplogNq times with a decreasing
lacunary sequence of z0 (starting from N). Then with overwhelming probability, in
r?n` 2, N s there are Opnop1q logNq “ Opnop1qq real roots. By a similar argument,
we have the same bound in r´N,´?n´ 2s with overwhelming probability.
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We now consider the real roots in r´?n´ 2,?n` 2s.
Let z0 “ ?n and r “ c “ 2, it follows that with overwhelming probability the
number of real roots in r?n´2,?n`2s is Opnop1qq. By repeating this argument it
follows that for any interval I0 Ă r´?n´2,?n`2s of length 1 with overwhelming
probability the number of real roots in I is Opnop1qq. Of course if I0 has length
less than 1 then using monotonicity of NnpIq we also have the same upper bound.
Dividing r´?n´2,?n`2s into intervals of length 1 and taking the union bound,
it follows that one could could ensure that for all subintervals of length 1 with
overwhelming probability.
Consequently, given any C ą 0, with probability 1 ´ Opn´Cq, for any interval
I Ă R we have
NnpIq À p1` |I X r´?n,?ns|qnop1q .
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
5. Proof of Theorem 4 assuming Theorem 5
Recall the notation that NnpIq denotes the number of real roots of Pn in I Ă R.
Let h “ 1r´1,1s and Rn “ ?n. Let Nn,in :“ Nnpr´?n,?nsq and Nn,out “ Nn ´
Nn,in. Then by Theorem 5, we have
V arrNn,ins{2?nÑ K P p0,8q
Nn,in ´ ENn,ina
V arrNn,ins
Ñ Np0, 1q
as n Ñ 8, and the second convergence is in distribution. By Lemma 4, with
overwhelming probability we have Nn,out “ Opnop1qq, and we always have Nn,out ď
n deterministically. Consequently
EN2n,out “ Opnop1qq “ opEN2n,inq
and therefore V arrNn,outs “ Opnop1qq and so
V arrNns “ V arrNn,insp1` op1qq “ 2?nKp1` op1qq
Furthermore, with overwhelming probability we have
Nn ´ ENna
V arrNns
“ op1q ` Nn,in ´ ENn,ina
V arrNns
“ op1q ` pNn,in ´ ENn,inq
” 1a
V arrNn,ins
` Opn
op1qqa
V arrNn,ins
a
V arrNns
ı
“ op1q ` Nn,in ´ ENn,ina
V arrNn,ins
p1` op1qq
Thus by Slutsky’s theorem (see e.g. [1, Chapter 7]) it follows that Nn´ENn?
V arrNns Ñ
Np0, 1q in distribution.
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6. Proof of Theorem 5 assuming Theorem 6
The comparison argument in this section is inspired by similar arguments in
[6, 23].
Recall that Nn “ řxPZn hpx{Rnq and Zn is the multiset of the real zeros of Pn.
Denote N8 :“ npR, hq “ řxPZ hpx{Rnq where Z is the multiset of the real zeros
of P8. Let NG “ Np0, 1q be the standard Gaussian random variable, and
N˚n :“ Nn ´ ENnpVar Nnq1{2 , N
˚
8 “ N8 ´ EN8pVarN8q1{2 .
Applying Theorem 6, we obtain
lim
nÑ8
VarrN8s
}h}22Rn “ K
and N8˚ Ñ NG in distribution.
To deduce Theorem 5, we will compare Nn with N8.
Lemma 6. As nÑ 8, it holds that
E|Nn ´N8|2 “ opRnq
Below we prove Theorem 5 assuming Lemma 6.
Proof of Theorem 5. For convenience let ∆Nn “ Nn´N8. It follows from Lemma 6
that |E∆n| “ |ENn ´ EN8| “ opR1{2n q. Using the L2 triangle inequality we also
obtain |aVarrNns ´aVarrN8s| “ opR1{2n q. Since VarrN8s “ 2RnKp1 ` op1qq “
Θp?nq as nÑ 8, we obtain VarrNns “ 2RnKp1` op1qq, in particular VarrNns “
ΘpRnq.
Now,
N˚n “ ∆Nn ´ E∆NnrV arNns1{2 `
N8 ´ EN8
rV arNns1{2
“ Op |∆Nn ´ E∆Nn|
R
1{2
n
q `N˚8
´
1`
?
V arN8 ´?V arNna
V arNns
¯
“ Op |∆Nn|
R
1{2
n
` op1qq `N˚8
´
1` op1q
¯
Since E|∆n|2 “ opRnq, it follows that |∆Nn|
R
1{2
n
Ñ 0 in probability. Therefore by
Slutsky’s theorem (see e.g. [1, Chapter 7]) it follows that Nn˚ conveges to Np0, 1q
in distribution.

Our proof of Lemma 6 will use a comparison argument. More specifically, we’ll
show that with high probability supxPIn |Pnpxq´P8pxq| is very small in comparison
to the typical distance between the real roots inside In of Pn and P8. Via geometric
considerations and properties of h, it will follow that |Nn´N8| “ Op1q with high
probability, which implies the desired estimates for |Nn˚ ´N8˚|.
We’ll use an elementary result whose proof is left as an exercise (see e.g. [23]).
Proposition 2. Let F and G be continuous real valued functions on R, and F P
C2. Let 1,M,N ą 0 and I :“ rx0 ´ 1{M,x0 ` 1{M s. Assume that
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‚ F px0q “ 0, |F 1px0q| ě 1;
‚ |F 2pxq| ďM for x P I;
‚ supxPI |F pxq ´Gpxq| ďM 1.
Then G has a root in I if M 1 ď 1
4
21{M .
Proof of Lemma 6. Let htpxq :“ hpx{tq, for t ą 0.
Let qnpxq “ e´x2{2Pnpxq and q8pxq “ e´x2{2P8pxq. Note that the real roots of
qn and Pn are the same, and the real roots of q8 and P8 are the same.
Let c2 ą 0 and c1 ą c2 ` 2. Let In “ r´n1{2 ` n1{6 log n, n1{2 ´ n1{6 log ns and
let Jn “ supp phRnqzIn.
Applying Lemma 1 (with N “ C0 log1{2 n, C0 large), Lemma 2, Lemma 3, with
probablity 1´Opn´c2q the following event (denoted by E) holds: For every x P In,
we have
(i) |qnpxq ´ q8pxq| ďM 1 :“ n´C
(ii) if qnpxq “ 0 then |q1npxq| ě 1 :“ n´c1 and qnpx1q ‰ 0 for all x1 P In such that|x´ x1| ď 1.
(iii) |q2npxq| ďM :“ C1n log1{2 n, C1 absolute constant.
By choosing C ą 2c1 ` 1, it follows that
1
4
21
M
“ n
´2c1´1
4C1 log n
ą M 1 “ n´C
Consequently, Proposition 2 applies. (Note that the zeros of Pn are at least 1
apart by (ii)). Thus for each zero of Pn in In (except for those near the endpoints)
we could pair with one real zero of P8 that is within a distance 1{M ă 1{2.
Similarly, we consider the event E 1 with P pE 1q ě 1´Opn´c2q where the following
holds: for every x P In,
(i) |qnpxq ´ q8pxq| ď n´C .
(ii) If q8pxq “ 0 then |q18pxq| ě n´c1 and q1npx1q ‰ 0 for all x1 P In such that|x´ x1| ď e´c1n.
(iii) |q28pxq| À n log1{2 n.
Thus by applying Proposition 2 as before it follows that on the event E 1 for
each zero of P8 in In (except for those near the endpoints) we could pair with one
real zero of Pn that is within a distance 1{M ă 1{2.
Consequently, on the event G “ E 1 X E the zeros of Pn and P8 inside In will
form pairs, except for Op1q zeros near the endpoints.
Now, if |x´x1| ď 1{M is such a pair then there are three possibilities: (i) both
x and x1 are inside one interval forming suppphq, or (ii) both x and x1 are outside
suppphq, or (iii) one of them is inside and one is outside.
In the last two cases we have |hpx{Rnq ´ hpx1{Rnq| “ Op1q, while in the first
case using Ho¨lder continuity of h we have
|hpx{Rnq ´ hpx1{Rnq| À p1{M
Rn
qα ă 1
n
by choosing c2, c1 large compare to 1{α. Since there are at most n such pairs, it
follows that on the event G we have
|N8 ´Nn| À 1`Mn `M8 ,
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where Mn and M8 are the numbers of zeroes of Pn and P8 in Jn, respectively.
Note that if Rn ď n1{2 ´ n1{6 log n then suppphRnq Ă In and Mn “ M8 “ 0,
so clearly EM2n “ EM28 “ 0 “ opRnq. On the other hand, if Rn ą n1{2 ´
n1{6 log n (recall that Rn ď n1{2 ` opn1{4q by given assumption) then we have
|Jn|2 “ opn1{2q “ opRnq. By translation invariance of the real zeros of P8 and
using Theorem 6, it follows that
EM28 “ Op|Jn|2q “ opRnq
By Lemma 4 we also have Mn ď nop1qp1` |Jn X r´n1{2, n1{2s|q “ Opnop1q`1{6q with
overwhelming probability. Since Mn ď n always, it follows that
EM2n “ Opn1{3`op1qq “ opRnq
Therefore, taking c2 large we obtain
E|Nn ´N8|2 À 1` EM28 ` EM2n ` EppN2n `N28q1Gcq
À opRnq ` P pGcq1{2pErN4ns ` ErN48sq1{2
“ opRnq `Opn´c2{2qOpn4q “ opRnq
here we have used the crude estimate Nn “ Opnq and the estimate EN48 À R4n “
Opn2q (which is a result of Theorem 6).
It follows that in both cases we have
E|Nn ´N8|2 “ opRnq
This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 
7. Estimates for correlation functions
In this section we summarize several new estimates for the correlation function
for the real zeros of P8, which will be used in the proof of Theorem 6.
We first recall the notion of correlation function. Let X be a random point
process on R. For k ě 1, the function ρ : Rk Ñ R is the k-point corelation
function of X if for any compactly supported C8 function f : Rk Ñ R it holds
that
E
ÿ
x1,...,xk
fpx1, . . . , xkq “
ż
. . .
ż
Rk
fpξ1, . . . , ξkqρpξ1, . . . , ξkqdξ1 . . . dξk
where on the left hand side the summation is over all ordered k-tuples of different
elements in X.1 Note that this implies ρ is locally integrable on Rk. If there
is  ą 0 such that ρ is locally L1` integrable, then by a simple approximation
argument it follows that the above equality holds when f is only bounded and
compactly supported. In particular, for every interval I Ă R it holds that
EXIpXI ´ 1q . . . pXI ´ k ` 1q “
ż
. . .
ż
Ik
ρpξ1, . . . , ξkqdξ1 . . . dξk
here XI “ |X X I|.
One should point out that the k-point correlation function does not always exists
(however existence of the correlation measure, generalizing ρpξ1, . . . , ξkqdξ1 . . . dξk,
1So if pxαqαPI is a labeling of elements of X then we are summing over all pxα1 , . . . , xαkq
where pα1, . . . , αkq P Ik such that αi ‰ αj if i ‰ j. The correlation function is symmetric and
the definition does not depend on the choice of the labeling.
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follows from the Riesz representation theorem). For the setting of the current work
(namely Pn and P8), existence of the correlation functions is a consequence of the
Kac-Rice formula (see also [12] for generalizations to all real Gaussian analytic
functions).
Let ρpkq be the k-point correlation function for the real zeros of P8.
When it is clear from the context we will simply write ρ instead of ρpkq.
Lemma 7. For every M ą 0 and k ě 1 there is a finite positive constant CM,k
such that for all x1, . . . , xk P r´M,M s it holds that
1
CM,k
ź
1ďiăjďk
|xi ´ xj| ď ρpx1, . . . , xkq ď CM,k
ź
1ďiăjďk
|xi ´ xj|
Lemma 7 is a special case of the following more general result, which holds for
any 2k-nondegenerate real Gaussian analytic functions on C, examples include
random series
ř
j“0 cjξjx
j where ξj are iid normalized Gaussian, c0, c1, ¨ ¨ ¨ P R
such that
ř
j c
2
j ă 8 and c0, . . . , c2k´1 ‰ 0. This notion of nondegeneracy is a real
variant of the complex nondegeneracy notion in [22], see Section 9 of the current
paper for details.
Lemma 8. Let k ě 1. Let f be a 2k-nondegenerate real Gaussian analytic function
on C. Let ρf denote its k-point correlation function for the real zeroes. For every
M ą 0 there is a finite positive constant CM,k,f such that for all x1, . . . , xk P
r´M,M s it holds that
1
CM,k,f
ź
1ďiăjďk
|xi ´ xj| ď ρf px1, . . . , xkq ď CM,k,f
ź
1ďiăjďk
|xi ´ xj|
Our next estimates will be about clustering properties for ρ.
Lemma 9. There are finite positive constants ∆k and Ck such that the following
holds: Given any X “ px1, . . . , xkq of distinct points in R, for any partition X “
XI YXJ with d “ dpXI , XJq ě 2∆k we have
(7.1) | ρpXq
ρpXIqρpXJq ´ 1| ď Ck exp
´ 1
2
pd´∆kq2
Using Lemma 7, it follows that ifX “ px1, . . . , xkq splits into two clustersXI and
XJ that are sufficiently far part, then the correlation function essentially factors
out. From these clustering estimates and the well-known translation invariant
properties of the real zeros of P8 (see Lemma 20 in Appendix A for a proof), it
follows that ρ is bounded globally.
Lemma 10. Let `ptq “ minp1, |t|q for every t P R. For every k ě 1 there is a
finite positive constant Ck such that
1
Ck
ź
1ďiăjďk
`p|xi ´ xj|q ď ρpx1, . . . , xkq ď Ck
ź
1ďiăjďk
`p|xi ´ xj|q
Indeed, if k “ 1 then the estimates hold trivially. The proof of the general case
uses induction: for k ě 2, if we could split X “ px1, . . . , xk) into two groups X1,
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X2 with distance C∆k where C is sufficiently large (depending on k) then using
Lemma 9 we have
| ρpXq
ρpX1qρpX2q ´ 1| ď Cke
´ 1
2
pC´1q2∆2k ă 1
2
therefore the desired claim follows from the induction hypothesis. If no such
spliting could be found then it follows from geometry that diampXq is bounded.
Consequently, the desired bounds follow from the local estimates for the correlation
function (Lemma 7) and the translation invariant properties of the real zeros.
Using Lemma 10 and Lemma 9, we immediately obtain the additive form of
(7.1):
Lemma 11. There are finite positive constants ∆k and Ck such that the following
holds: Given any X “ px1, . . . , xkq P Rk, for any partition X “ XI Y XJ with
d “ dpXI , XJq ě 2∆k we have
(7.2) |ρpXq ´ ρpXIqρpXJq| ď Ck exp´ 12 pd´∆kq2
8. Proof of Theorem 6 using correlation function estimates
Recall that Z denotes the (multi-set of the) zeros of P8 and h : R Ñ R` is
bounded and compactly supported, and
npR, hq “
ÿ
xPZ
hpx{Rq
for each R ą 0. Note that npR, hq “ np1, hRq where hRpxq “ hpx{Rq. For
convenience of notation, let σpR, hq2 be the variance of npR, hq and let n˚pR;hq
be the normalization of npR, hq, namely
n˚pR;hq “ npR, hq ´ EnpR, hq
σpR, hq
8.1. Bound on the moments. In this section, we’ll show that ErnpR, hqks À Rk.
Cleary it suffices to consider h “ 1I for some fixed interval I. Let X denote npR, hq
and let IR denote tRx : x P Iu. Using the uniform bound for the correlation
function of real zeros of P8 proved in Lemma 10, we have
EXpX ´ 1q . . . pX ´ k ` 1q “
ĳ
IRˆ¨¨¨ˆIR
ρpx1, . . . , xkqdx1 . . . dxk
À |IR|kpminp1, diampIRqqkpk´1q{2 À nk{2
then the claims folow from writing Xk as a linear combination of XpX´1q . . . pX´
jq with j “ 0, 1, . . . , k ´ 1.
8.2. Asymptotic normality. The convergence of n˚pR, hq to standard Gaussian
follows from the following two lemmas:
Lemma 12. Let h : R Ñ R` be bounded and compactly supported. Assume that
there are C,  ą 0 such that σpR, hq ě CR for R sufficiently large. Then n˚pR;hq
converges in distribution to the standard Gaussian law as RÑ 8.
Lemma 13. If h P L2 then σpR, hq Á R1{2.
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We will prove Lemma 13 in Section 8.2.1. In this section we’ll prove Lemma 12.
We will use the cumulant convergence theorem which will be recalled below.
The cumulants skpNq of the random variable N “ řxPZ hpxq is defined by the
formal equation
logEpeλNq “
ÿ
kě1
skpNq
k!
λk
in particular
s1pNq “ d
dλ
´
logEpeλNq
¯
|λ“0 “ EN
s2pNq “ d
2
dλ2
´
logEpeλNq
¯
|λ“0 “ EN2 ´ pENq2 “ VarpNq
The version of the cumulant convergence theorem that we use is the following
result of S. Janson [14]:
Theorem 7 (Janson). Let m ě 3. Let X1, X2, . . . be a sequence of random
variables such that as nÑ 8 it holds that
‚ s1pXnq Ñ 0, and
‚ s2pXnq Ñ 1, and
‚ sjpXnq Ñ 0 for each j ě m.
Then Xn Ñ Np0, 1q in distribution as n Ñ 8, furthermore all moments of Xn
converges to the corresponding moments of Np0, 1q.
Since s1pNq ” EN and s2pNq ” VarpNq and n˚pR;hq has mean 0 and variance
1, it remains to show that the higher cumulants of n˚pR;hq converge to 0 as
RÑ 8. We’ll show that
Lemma 14. For some finite constant Ck depending only on k it holds that
skpnp1, hqq ď Ck}h}k8|suppphq|
here |suppphq| is the Lebesgue measure of the support of h.
Applying Lemma 14 to hRpxq “ hpx{Rq, it follows that skpnpR, hqq ď Ch,kR. It
follows from scaling symmetries and the definition of cumulants that if N 1 “ aN`b
where a ą 0 and b P R are fixed constants, then skpN 1q “ akskpNq for any k ě 2.
Thus, skpn˚pR, hqq “ σpR, hq´jskpnpR, hqq for all k ě 2. Consequently, using the
fact that σpR, hq grows as a positive power of R, it follows that for k sufficiently
large skpn˚pR;hqq Ñ 0 as RÑ 8, as desired.
Thus it remains to prove Lemma 14. The proof uses the notion of the trun-
cated correlation functions , whose definition is recalled below. First, given
Z “ px1, . . . , xkq let |Z| :“ k and let ZI denote pxjqjPI . Let Πpkq be the set
of all partitions of t1, 2, . . . , ku (into nonempty disjoint subsets). The truncated
correlation function ρT is defined using the following recursive formula (see e.g.
Mehta [21, Appendix A.7]):
(8.1) ρpZq “
ÿ
γPΠpkq
ρT pZ, γq
here Πpkq is the set of partitions of t1, 2, . . . , ku, and if γ is the partition t1, . . . , ku “
I1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Ij then ρT pZ, γq :“ ρT pZI1q . . . ρT pZIjq. Explicit computation gives
ρT px1q “ ρpx1q, ρT px1, x2q “ ρpx1, x2q ´ ρpx1qρpx2q, etc.
To prove Lemma 14, we will use the following two properties:
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Lemma 15. For any k ě 1 it holds that
(8.2) skpnp1, hqq “
ÿ
γPΠpkq
ż
R|γ|
hγpxqρT pxqdx
where |γ| is the number of subsets in the partition γ, dApxq is the Lebesgue measure
on R|γ|, and if γ1, . . . , γj are the cardinality of the subsets in γ then
hγpxq “ hpx1qγ1 . . . hpxjqγj
Lemma 16. There are finite positive constants ck, Ck such that for any Z “
px1, . . . , xkq it holds that
ρT pZq ď Ck minp1, e´ck|diampZq|2q
A complex variant of Lemma 15 was also considered by Nazarov–Sodin in [22],
who provided a proof using a detailed algebraic computation. Lemma 15 could be
proved using a similar argument, and we include a proof in Appendix B.
Proof of Lemma 16. We will use mathematical induction on k. If k “ 2 this
follows from the uniform boundedness and clustering properties of ρ:
|ρT px1, x2q| “ |ρpx1, x2q ´ ρpx1qρpx2q| ď C minp1, e´c|x1´x2|2q .
Let k ě 3 and assume the estimates hold for all collection k1 points where
1 ď k1 ă k. Then there is a partition of Z “ ZI Y ZJ based on t1, . . . , ku “ I Y J
such that distpZI , ZJq ě diampZq{Zk and I and J are nonempty. It suffices to
show that |ρT pZq| ď Cke´ckdpZI ,ZJ q2 .
Let Π1pkq be the set of partitions of t1, . . . , ku that mixes ZI and ZJ , i.e. there
is at least one block in the partition that intersects both ZI and ZJ , and let Π2pkq
be ΠpkqzΠ1pkq. It follows from (8.1) that
ρpZq “ ρT pZq `
ÿ
γPΠ1pkq
ρT pZ, γq ` ρpZIqρpZJq
consequently using clustering of ρ and the triangle inequality
|ρT pZq| ď |ρpZq ´ ρpZIqρpZJq| `
ÿ
γPΠ1pkq
|ρT pZ, γq|
(and the induction hypothesis and boundedness of ρ)
ď Cke´ckdistpZI ,ZJ q2
ď Cke´ckdiampZq2
(note that the constants ck in different lines are not necessarily the same). 
We now finish the proof of Lemma 14. Since |Πpkq| Àk 1, using Lemma 15 it
suffices to show that
|
ż
R|γ|
hγpxqρT pxqdApxq| ď Ck}h}k8|suppphq|
for each γ P Πpkq. Fix such a γ. Let γ1, . . . , γj be the length of its blocks. Using
the uniform boundedness of the correlation function ρpkq (Lemma 10), we obtain
|
ż
R|γ|
hγpxqρT pxqdApxq| ď
ż
Rj
|hpx1q|γ1 . . . |hpxjq|γjρT px1, . . . , xjqdx1 . . . dxj
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ď }h}k8|suppphq| sup
x1PR
ż
Rj´1
|ρT px1, x2, . . . , xjq|dx2 . . . dxj
ď Ck}h}k8|suppphq|
in the last estimate we used Lemma 16.
8.2.1. Growth of the variance. In this section we prove Lemma 13. We have
σpR, hq “ σp1, hRq, so we first estimate σp1, hq and then apply the estimate to
hR. Note that for x P R we have ρpxq “ 1pi . (See e.g. Edelman–Kostlan [8]). We
then have
σp1, hq2 “
ĳ
R2
hpx1qhpx2qpρpx1, x2q ´ ρpx1qρpx2q ` δpx1 ´ x2qρpx1qqdx1dx2
Let kpx1, x2q “ ρpx1, x2q ´ ρpx1qρpx2q, since the distribution of the real zeros
is translation invariant it follows that ρpx1, x2q depends only on x1 ´ x2 (while
ρpx1q “ ρpx2q “ 1pi ). Thus, we may write kpx1, x2q “ kpx1 ´ x2q with
|kpxq| ď Ce´Cx2
uniformly over x P R, thus in particular pk P L8 X L1, and
σp1, hq2 “
ĳ
R2
hpx1qhpx2q
”
kpx1 ´ x2q ` 1
pi
δpx1 ´ x2q
ı
dx1dx2
“
ż
R
|phpξq|2r 1
pi
` pkpξqsdξ
Consequently,
σpR, hq2 “
ż
R
|RphpRξq|2r 1
pi
` pkpξqsdξ
“ R
ż
R
|phpuq|2r 1
pi
` pkp u
R
qsdu
Using pk P L8 and the dominated convergence theorem, it follows that
lim
RÑ8
σpR, hq2
R
“ lim
RÑ8
ż
|phpuq|2p 1
pi
` pkp u
R
qqdu “ p 1
pi
` pkp0qq}h}22
Explicit computation [24] gives pkp0q ` 1
pi
“ 0.18198... ą 0 (for the reader’s
convenience we include a self-contained derivation in Appendix C). Consequently
σpR, hq Á R1{2.
9. Real Gaussian analytic functions and linear functionals
In this section we discuss real Gaussian analytic functions and linear functionals
on C. These notions are adaptations of analogous notion in [22] and will be used
in the proof of the correlation function estimates of Section 7.
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9.1. Real Gaussian analytic functions. We say that g is a real Gaussian an-
alytic function (real GAF) if
gpzq “
8ÿ
j“1
ξjgjpzq
where ξi are iid normalized real Gaussian, and g1, g2, . . . are analytic functions on
C such that
ř
j |gj|2 ă 8 uniformly on any compact subset of C. In particular,
uniformly over any compact subset of C we have E|gpzq|2 “ řj |gjpzq|2 ă 8.
9.2. Linear functionals. We say that L is a linear functional if for some K ě 1
there are m1, . . . ,mK P Z nonnegative and z1, . . . , zK P C and γ1, . . . , γK P C such
that for any real GAF g it holds that
Lg “
Kÿ
j“1
γjg
pmjqpzjq .
Here we require pmj, zjq ‰ pmh, zhq for j ‰ h. We loosely say that zj are the poles
of L (technically speaking only the distinct elements of tzju should be called the
poles of L, although in this case one has to count multiplicity).
Since
ř
j |gj|2 ă 8 uniformly on compact subsets of C, by standard arguments
it follows that almost surely
ř8
n“1 ξngnpzq converges absolutely on compact subsets
of C to an analytic function (for a proof see e.g. [12]). Writing
Lg “
ÿ
ně1
ξnLpgnq
and using independence of ξn’s, it follows that Lg “ 0 a. s. iff Lpgnq “ 0 for all n.
9.3. Rank of linear functions. Let L be a linear functional with poles z1, . . . , zK .
Let G Ă C be a bounded domain with simple smooth boundary γ “ BG such
that the poles zj are inside the interior G
o. By Cauchy’s theorem, if g is analytic
then
(9.1) Lg “
ż
γ
gpzqrLpzqdz , rLpzq “ 1
2pii
Kÿ
j“1
γjmj!
pz ´ zjqmj`1 .
Now, rL is a rational function vanishing at8, and will be refered to as the kernel of
L. We define the rank of L to be the degree of the denominator in any irreducible
form of rL (this notion of rank is well defined and is independent of G).
9.4. Degenerate and nondegenerate GAFs. We say that a real GAF g is d-
degenerate if there is a linear functional L ‰ 0 of rank at most d such that Lg “ 0
almost surely. If no such linear functional exists, we say that g is d-nondegenerate.
9.5. Linear functional arises from the Kac-Rice formula. We discuss linear
functionals used in the proof. Let f be a real Gaussian analytic function. Using
the Kac-Rice formula for correlation functions of the real zeros of f (see e.g. [12])
asserts that: for any px1, . . . , xkq P Rk, we have
(9.2) ρkpx1, . . . , xkq “ 1p2piqk| detpΓq|1{2
ż
Rk
|η1 . . . ηk|e´ 12 xΓ´1η,ηydη1 . . . dηk
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where Γ is the covariance matrix of pfpx1q, f 1px1q, . . . , fpxkq, f 1pxkqq, and
η “ p0, η1, . . . , 0, ηkq P R2k
Given γ “ pα1, β1, . . . , αk, βkq P R2k, via elementary computations we have
(9.3) xγ,Γγy “ xΓγ, γy “ E|Lf |2 , Lf :“
kÿ
j“1
αjfpxjq ` βjf 1pxjq .
One could also define local version of L, namely for any I Ă R we LIf “ř
iPI αifpxiq ` βif 1pxiq is also a linear functional. Certainly L and LI depend
on γ, however we will supress the notational dependence for brevity, and none of
the implicit constants in our estimates will depend on γ. Note that in the Kac-Rice
formula, γ “ p0, η1, . . . , 0, ηkq.
9.6. Non-degeneracy of random series. Consider random infinite series fpzq “ř
jě0 ajξjz
j such that pξjq are iid standard Gaussian, aj P C and supzPK
ř
j |ajzj|2 ă8 for any compact K. We now show that for such series if a0, . . . , ad´1 ‰ 0 then
f is d-nondegenerate on C. (Certainly f is a real GAF.)
Assume towards a contradiction that f is d-degenerate. Then there is a linear
functional L of rank at most d such that Lpanznq “ 0 for all n ě 0. Since an ‰ 0
for 0 ď n ď d ´ 1, it follows that Lpznq “ 0 for all 0 ď n ď d ´ 1. Taking
γ “ t|z| “ Ru for any R ą 0 sufficiently large so that the poles of L are enclosed
inside γ, we get
0 “ Lpznq “
ż
γ
znrLpzqdz
for all n P 0, d´ 1. Since rank of L is at most d there is some m P t1, du and
C ‰ 0 such that zmrLpzq “ Cp1` op1qq as |z| Ñ 8 uniformly. Consequently,ż
|z|“R
zm´1rLpzqdz “
ż
γ
zmrLpzqdz
z
Ñ 2piiC ‰ 0
as RÑ 8 contradiction.
It follows from the above discussion that the infinite flat series P8 is 2k-
nondegenerate, and the Gaussian Kac polynomial of degree 2k ´ 1 defined by
g2k´1pxq “ ξ0 ` ξ1x` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξ2k´1x2k´1 is also 2k-nondegenerate.
9.7. Equivalence of linear functionals. The following lemma is a real Gaussian
adaptation of a result in [22].
Lemma 17. Assume that f is d-nondegenerate real GAF. Let K Ă C be nonempty
compact. Let G be a bounded domain such that K Ă Go, and assume that γ “ BG
is a simple rectifiable curve.
Then for any d ě 1 there is a finite positive constant C “ Cpd,G,K, fq such
that for every linear functional L of rank at most d with poles in K we have
1
C
max
zPγ |r
Lpzq|2 ď E|Lf |2 ď C max
zPγ |r
Lpzq|2
Proof. The proof largely follows [22], included here to keep the paper self-contained.
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We first show the upper bound. Let ds denote the arclength measure on γ, then
using (9.1) and Cauchy-Schwarz we have
|Lf |2 ď lengthpγqmax
zPγ |r
Lpzq|2
ż
γ
|fpzq|2ds ,
E|Lf |2 ď
´
lengthpγqmax
zPγ |r
Lpzq|2
¯ ż
γ
E|f |2 ď Cγ,f max
γ
|rL|2 .
We now show the lower bound. Assume towards a contradiction that the lower
bound does not hold, then there is a sequence pLnqně1 of linear functionals of rank
at most d (with poles in K) such that maxγ |rn| “ 1 but
lim
nÑ8E|Lnf |
2 “ 0
We write rnpzq “ pnpzqqnpzq where pn and qn are polynomials, and by multiplying both
the numerator and denominator of rn by common factors (of the form px´αq with
α P K) if necessary we may assume that degpqnq “ d and degppnq ď d ´ 1 and
qn is monic. Since the zeros of qn are in K, we have supzPγ |qnpzq| ă Cd,K ă 8
(uniformly over n), therefore using supγ |rnpzq| ď 1 we obtain supzPγ |pnpzq| ă Cd,K
uniformly over n. Therefore, by passing to a subsequence, we may assume that
ppnq converges uniformly on γ to p. By iteratively passing to subsequences we may
assume further that p1n, p2n, . . . , p
pdq
n converge uniformly to p1, p2, . . . , ppdq. Since
degppnq ă d, it follows that ppdq ” 0 and consequently p is a polynomial of degree
at most d´ 1.
Now, the d complex zeros of qn are in K, a compact set, therefore by passing
to a subsequence we may assume that uniformly on γ “ BG we have qn Ñ q, and
q is a monic polynomial of degree d with zeros in K.
Using partial fractional decomposition of rpzq “ ppzq{qpzq, we obtain a linear
functional L of rank at most d with poles in K such that maxzPγ |rLpzq´rLnpzq| Ñ
0 when n Ñ 8. Consequently using the upper bound (already shown above) we
obtain
E|Lnf ´ Lf |2 “ Opmax
γ
|rLn ´ rL|2q “ op1q
Using limnÑ8E|Lnf |2 “ op1q it follows that E|Lf |2 “ 0, hence Lf “ 0 almost
surely. This violates the d-nondegeneracy of f . 
10. Local estimates for correlation functions
In this section we prove Lemma 7 and Lemma 8. Using Lemma 17 and the
Kac-Rice formula (9.2), we observe that if f1 and f2 are two 2k-nondegenerate
real Gaussian analytic functions and ρr1s and ρr2s are the corresponding k-point
correlation functions for the real zeroes, then there is a finite positive constant
C “ CM,N,k,f1,f2 such that
1
C
ρr2spy1, . . . , ykq ď ρr1spy1, . . . , ykq ď Cρr2spy1, . . . , ykq
Indeed, let Γj be the covariance matrix for fjpy1q, f 1jpy1q, . . . , fjpykq, f 1jpykqq,
which are positive definite symmetric. Then by Lemma 17, it follows that detpΓ1q
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and detpΓ2q are comparable and xΓ´11 η, ηy and xΓ´12 η, ηy are comparable. Con-
sequently, using the Kac-Rice formula (9.2) it follows that ρr1spy1, . . . , ykq and
ρr2spy1, . . . , ykq are comparable.
Therefore it suffices to show Theorem 7. Namely, we’ll show that the correla-
tion function for the real zeroes of P8 is locally comparable to the Vandermonde
product.
Let M ą 0 and k ě 1. Assume that x1, . . . , xk P r´M,M s. Let N “ NpM,kq
be a large positive constant that will be chosen later. Thanks to the translation
invariant property of the distribution of real zeros of Z, we have ρpx1, . . . , xkq “
ρpx1`N, . . . , xk`Nq. Let y1 “ x1`N , ..., yk “ xk`N . ThenN´M ď yj ď N`M ,
and our choice of N will ensure in particular that N ´M and N `M are very
large.
We now apply the above observation to f1 “ P8 and f2 “ g2k´1 :“ ξ0 ` ξ1x `
¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξ2k´1x2k´1, the Gaussian Kac polynomial. It then suffices to show that for
any n ě k the correlation function ρKac for the real zeros of the Gaussian Kac
polynomial gnpxq “ ξ0 ` ξ1x` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξnxn satisfies
ρKacpy1, . . . , ykq „M,N,k,n
ź
1ďiďj
|yi ´ yj|
whenever y1, . . . , yk P rN ´M,N `M s and N ´M " 1.
We now observe that the distribution of the real roots of the Kac polynomial
gn is invariant under the transformation x ÞÑ 1{x, underwhich gnpxq becomes
x´nrgnpxq where rgn “ ξn ` ξn´1x` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξ0xn.
It follows that, with wj “ 1{yj,
ρKacpy1, . . . , ykq „M,N,k,n ρKacpw1, . . . , wkq
Indeed, it is well known (see e.g. [12]) that
ρKacpy1, . . . , ykq
“ lim
Ñ0
Pp|u1 ´ y1| ď , . . . , |uk ´ yk| ď 
ˇˇˇ
gnpu1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ gnpukq “ 0q
p2qk
Now, observe that if |u1 ´ y1| ď  and  ą 0 is sufficiently small then | 1u1 ´ 1y1 | À 
where the implicit constant depends on M,N . Conversely if | 1
u1
´ 1
y1
| ď {C for
C very large depending on M,N then for  ą 0 sufficienlty small we will have
|u1 ´ y1| ď . It follows that ρKacpy1, . . . , ykq is comparable to the limit
lim
Ñ0
Pp| 1
u1
´ w1| ď , . . . , | 1uk ´ wk| ď 
ˇˇˇrgnp 1u1 q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ rgnp 1uk q “ 0q
p2qk
which is exactly ρKacpw1, . . . , wkq.
Now, note that we also haveź
1ďiăjďk
|wi ´ wj| „M,N,k,n
ź
1ďiăjďk
|yi ´ yj|
and note that |wj| ď 1N´M which could be made small if N is chosen large.
Therefore it suffices to show that for δ ą 0 sufficiently small depending on k and n
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there is a finite positive constant C “ Cδ,k,n such that for any w1, . . . , wk P r´δ, δs
it holds that
1
C
ď ρKacpw1, . . . , wkqś
1ďiăjďk |wi ´ wj|
ď C
To show this estimate, our starting point is an explicit formula due to Gotze–
Kaliada–Zaporozhets [10, Theorem 2.3] for the real correlation of the general ran-
dom polynomial
fpxq “ γ0 ` γ1x` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` γnxn
where γj’s are independent real-valued random variables, and the distribution of γj
has probability density fj. To formulate the formula, we first fix some notations.
Given w “ pw1, . . . , wkq and 0 ď i ď k we define σipwq to be the ith symmetric
function of x, namely the sum of all products of i coordinates of w:
σipwq “
ÿ
1ďj1ăj2ă¨¨¨ăjiďk
wj1 . . . wji
(if i ą k or k ă 0 then σi :“ 0). Then we have, using [10, Theorem 2.3],
ρpw1, . . . , wkq “
ź
1ďiăjďk
|wi ´ wj|ˆ
ˆ
ż
Rn´k`1
nź
i“0
fi
´ n´kÿ
j“0
p´1qk´i`jσk´i`jpwqtj
¯ kź
i“1
ˇˇˇ n´kÿ
j“0
tjw
j
i
ˇˇˇ
dt0 . . . dtn´k
We apply this to f “ gn the Gaussian Kac polynomial of degre n, note that
fjptq “ 1?2pie´t
2{2 À 1.
Note that if max |wi| ď δ for δ very small then for k ď i ď n we have
n´kÿ
j“0
p´1qk´i`jσk´i`jpwqtj “ ti´k `Opδmax
j
|tj|q
therefore with δ small enough (depending on k and n)
nÿ
i“k
|
n´kÿ
j“0
p´1qk´i`jσk´i`jpxqtj|2 „n,k
n´kÿ
j“0
t2j
Since 0 ď |řn´kj“0 p´1qk´i`jσk´i`jpxqtj|2 Àk,n řn´kj“0 t2j for any i (in particular for
those 0 ď i ă k), it follows immediately that
nÿ
i“0
|
kÿ
j“0
p´1qk´i`jσk´i`jpxqtj|2 „n,k
n´kÿ
j“0
t2j
Therefore for some finite positive constants C1, C2 that may depend on k, n it
holds that
e´C1
řn´k
j“0 t2j Àk,n
nź
i“0
fi
´ n´kÿ
j“0
p´1qk´i`jσk´i`jpxqtj
¯
Àk,n e´C2
řn´k
j“0 t2j
From here it follows easily that
ρpx1, . . . , xkq Àδ,k,n
ź
1ďiăjďk
|xi ´ xj|
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For the lower bound, note that if t1, . . . , tn´k P r´1, 1s then śki“1 |řn´kj“0 tjwji | “
|t0|k `Ok,npδq, soż
Rn´k`1
nź
i“0
fi
´ n´kÿ
j“0
p´1qk´i`jσk´i`jpwqtj
¯ kź
i“1
ˇˇˇ n´kÿ
j“0
tjw
j
i
ˇˇˇ
dt0 . . . dtn´k
Ák,n
ż
Rˆr´1,1sn´k
p|t0|k `Opδqqe´C1pt20`¨¨¨`t2n´kqdt0 . . . dtn´k
Á
ż
R
|t0|ke´C1t20dt0 `Opδq Ák,n 1
if δ is sufficiently small.
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.
11. Clustering estimates for correlation functions
For a set X “ tx1, . . . , xku of k distinct points and for any nonempty subset
I Ă t1, . . . , ku, we denote by XI the corresponding subset txi : i P Iu. Recall
that ρ denote the correlation function of the real zeroes of P8. For simplicity of
notation in this section let f “ P8.
In this section we will prove Lemma 9, namely we will show that there is a
constant ∆k ą 0 and Ck finite such that the following holds: Given any X “
px1, . . . , xkq of distinct points in R, for any partition X “ XI Y XJ with d “
dpXI , XJq ě 2∆k we have
| ρpXq
ρpXIqρpXJq ´ 1| ď Ck exp
´ 1
2
pd´∆kq2
We will need the following lemma. Below fix η “ p0, η1, . . . , 0, ηkq where η1, . . . , ηk P
R, none of the implicit constants will depend on η. Let the linear functionals L
be defined using
(11.1) Lf “
ÿ
1ďjďk
ηjf
1pxjq
and define LIf for any I Ă t1, . . . , ku using the summation over j P I instead of
1 ď j ď k.
Lemma 18. There are finite positive constants ∆k and Ck such that the following
holds: Given any X “ px1, . . . , xkq of distinct points in R, for any partition X “
XI YXJ with d “ dpXI , XJq ě 2∆k we have
|EpLIfqpLJfq| ď Cke´ 12 pd´∆kq2pE|LIf |2 ` E|LJf |2q
We defer the proof of this lemma to later sections. Below we prove the clustering
property of the correlation function using this lemma.
Let Ck and ∆k be as in Lemma 18. Let  “ 12Cke´
1
2
pd´∆kq2 where d “ dpXI , XJq.
To show clustering it suffices to show that
(11.2) p1´ 
1` q
kρpXIqρpXJq ď ρpXq ď p1` 
1´ q
kρpXIqρpXJq
Define L using (11.1). By Lemma 18 we have
|EpLIfqpLJfq| ď 1
2
pE|LIf |2 ` E|LJf |2q
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therefore
p1´ qpE|LIf |2 ` E|LJf |2q ď E|Lf |2 ď p1` qpE|LIf |2 ` E|LJf |2q
Consequently using (9.3) we obtain
(11.3) p1´ qΓI,J ď Γ ď p1` qΓI,J
where Γ is the covariance matrix of pfpx1q, f 1px1q, . . . , fpxkq, f 1pxkqq and ΓI,J “ˆ
ΓI 0
0 ΓJ
˙
.
We obtain detpΓq ě p1´ q2k detpΓIq detpΓJq, and therefore
ρpXq ď p1´ q´k 1p2piqk| detpΓI,Jq|1{2
ż
Rk
|η1 . . . ηk|e´ 12 p1`q´1xΓ´1I,Jη,ηydη
“ p1´ q´kp1` qk 1p2piq|I|| detpΓIq|1{2
ż
R|I|
|η1 . . . η|I||e´ 12 p1`q´1xΓ´1I η,ηydη
ˆ 1p2piq|J || detpΓJq|1{2
ż
R|J|
|η1 . . . η|J ||e´ 12 p1`q´1xΓ´1J η,ηydη
“ p1` 
1´ q
kρpXIqρpXJq
Similarly we have
ρpXq ě p1´ 
1` q
kρpXIqρpXJq .
This completes the proof of (11.2).
11.1. Proof of Lemma 18. We first show a small scale version of the lemma.
Lemma 19. Let ρ ą 0. Suppose that K1 and K2 are two intervals with length at
most 2ρ. Assume that LKj is a linear functional on C with poles inside Kj with
rank at most k. Assume that d “ distpK1, K2q ě 2ρ. Then
EpLK1fqpLK2fq ď Cf,k,ρe´ 12 pd´2ρq2pE|LK1f |2 ` E|LK2f |2q
Proof. Let c1 and c2 be the centers of K1 and K2. Let Txf denote
Txfpzq “ fpz ` xqe´p 12 |x|2`xzq
then ETxfpt1qTxfpt2q “ Efpt1qfpt2q for any t1, t2 P R. Therefore for any x P R,
Txf and f have the same distribution (in particular the distribution of the real
zeroes of f is translation invariant). Let K3 and K4 be K1´ c1 and K4 “ K2´ c2,
thus these intervals are centered at 0 and have length at most 2ρ. Let L1 be such
that L1Tc1f “ LK1f and let L2 be such that L2Tc2f “ LK2 . Then it is clear that
L1 and L2 are linear functional of rank at most k with poles inside r´ρ, ρs. Let
γ “ t|z| “ 2ρu. Since f is 2k-nondegenerate on C, we then have
EpLK1fLK2fq “ EpL1Tc1fqpL2Tc2fq
ď |
ż
γ
ż
γ
rL1pz1qrL2pz2qEpTc1fqpz1qTc2fpz2qqdz1dz2|
ď Cρ sup
z1,z2Pγ
|EpTc1fpz1qTc2fpz2qq|pmax
γ
|rL1 |2 `max
γ
|rL2 |2q
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By explicit computation and using |c1 ´ c2| ě 2ρ, we obtain
sup
z1,z2Pγ
EpTc1fpz1qTc2fpz2qq ď Cρe´p|c1´c2|´2ρq2
therefore
EpLK1fLK2fq ď Cρe´p|c1´c2|´2ρq2pmax
γ
|rL1 |2 `max
γ
|rL2 |2q
ď Cf,k,ρe´|d´2ρ|2pE|L1f |2 ` E|L2f |2q
Since f and Tcjf have the same distribution, the last display is the same as
“ Cf,k,ρe´|d´2ρ|2pE|LK1f |2 ` E|LK2f |2q
which implies the desired estimate. 
We now start the proof of Lemma 18. We will construct a covering X by small
intervals having the following properties:
(i) The cover will consists of m ď k intervals I1,. . . Im each of length at most ρ
such that the distance between the centers of any two of them is at least 4ρ.
(ii) The algorithm will ensure that ρ ą 1 (or any given large absolute constant)
but ρ “ Ok,f p1q.
We first let ρ1 “ 1 and use the given points as centers of the interval.
If there are two centers with distance not larger than 4ρ1, we replace these two
centers by one center at their midpoint, and enlarge all intervals, replacing ρ1 by
ρ2 “ 3ρ1.
We repeat this process if needed, and since there are only k points the process
has to stop. Clearly the last radius is at most 3k´1.
Note that we could ensure that ρ is larger than any given constant depending
on k, f if needed, by setting ρ1 the initial radius to be larger than this constant.
Now, choose ∆k ą 4ρ such that ∆k ´ 4ρ is very large compared to 1.
Notice that there is no k such that Ik intersects both I and J . Let A “ tk :
Ik X I ‰ Hu and B “ tk : Ik X J ‰ Hu. Now using the above small scale result
we have
E|LIf |2 “
ÿ
kPA
E|LIkf |2 `
ÿ
k,nPA:k‰n
EpLIkfLInfq ě
1
2
ÿ
kPA
E|LIkf |2
Similarly, E|LJf |2 ě 12
ř
kPB E|LIkf |2.
Now, if k P A and n P B it is clear that distpIk, Inq ě d´2ρ ą 2ρ since d ě 2∆k
is very large compared to ρ. Therefore
|EpLIfqpLJfq| ď Cf,k,ρ
ÿ
kPA,nPB
e´
1
2
|d´4ρ|2pE|LIkf |2 ` E|LInf |2q
ď Cf,k,ρe´ 12 |d´4ρ|2pE|LIf |2 ` E|LJf |2q
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Appendix A. Translation invariance of the real zeros of P8
The following property is standard, we include a proof for the convenience of
the reader.
Lemma 20. The distribution of the real roots of P8 is invariant under translations
on R and the reflection x ÞÑ ´x.
Proof. Notice that fpxq is a real Gaussian process with correlation function
Kf px, yq “ Efpxqfpyq “
ÿ
kě0
xkyk
k!
“ exy
Let gpxq “ e´bx` 12 b2fpax ` bq where a P t´1, 1u and b P R. Then g is also a
centered real Gaussian process with the correlation function
Kgpx, yq “ Kf pax` b, ay ` bq “ epax`bqpay`bq´bpax`bq´bpay`bq`b2
“ exy “ Kf px, yq
It follows that g has the same distribution as fpxq. Consequently the real zeros
of fpax` bq has the same distribution as the real zeros of fpxq. 
Appendix B. Relation between cumulants and truncated
correlation functions
For the convenience of the reader, we include a self-contained proof of Lemma 15
in this section, which largely follows an argument in Nazarov–Sodin [22]. Recall
that X is the random point process for the real zeros of P8, h : RÑ R` is bounded
compactly supported, and np1, hq “ řαPX hpαq, and Πpkq is the collection of all
partition of t1, . . . , ku into disjoint nonempty subsets, and for each γ P Πpkq let
|γ| be the number of subsets in the partition γ, and if γ1, . . . , γj are the cardinality
of the subsets in γ then
hγpxq “ hpx1qγ1 . . . hpxjqγj
We first prove an analoguous relation between the moment and the (standard)
correlation functions: if mkpNq “ ENk denotes the kth moment of the random
variable N , then
(B.1) mkpnp1, hqq “
ÿ
γPΠpkq
ż
R|γ|
hγpxqρpxqdx .
Indeed, divide Πpkq into
ď
jě1
Πpk, jq basing on |γ| “ j. For each γ P Πpk, jq
let A1, . . . , Aj be the subsets in the partition and let γj “ |Aj|. Note that the
correlation functions are uniformly bounded therefore we may use the bounded
compactly supported functionHpx1, . . . , xjq “ hpx1qγ1 . . . hpxjqγj as a test function
in the defining property of correlation functions, and obtainż
R|γ|
hγpxqdx “
ż
Rj
hpx1qγ1 . . . hpxjqγjρpx1, . . . , xjqdx1 . . . dxj
“ E
ÿ
pξ1,...,ξjq
hpξ1qγ1 . . . hpξjqγj
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where the last summation is over all ordered j-tuples of different elements of X.
By summing over all possible values of j and γ1, . . . , γj ě 1 (with γ1`¨ ¨ ¨`γj “ k),
it follows thatÿ
j
ÿ
γPΠpk,jq
ż
R|γ|
hγpxqdx “ E
ÿ
j
ÿ
γ1`¨¨¨`γj“k
ÿ
pξ1,...,ξjq
hpξ1qγ1 . . . hpξjqγj
“ Er
ÿ
ξPX
hpξqsk “ mkpnp1, hqq .
We now use induction on k to prove (8.2). Clearly (8.2) holds for k “ 1. The key
ingredient for the induction step is the following relationship between cummulant
and moments (see e.g. [25, Chapter 2])
sk “ mk ´
ÿ
jě2
ÿ
piPΠpk,jq
spi1 . . . spij
which is analogous to the following reformulation of (8.1):
ρT pZq “ ρpZq ´
ÿ
jě2
ÿ
γPΠpk,jq
ρT pZ, γq
where ρT pZ, γq “ ρT pZΓ1q . . . ρT pZΓjq if γ “ pΓ1, . . . ,Γjq.
To facilitate the notation, for γ, pi P Πpkq we say that γ ď pi if γ is a refinement
of pi, in other words the partitioning subsets of γ are subsets of the partitioning
subsets in pi. If γ ď pi and γ ‰ pi we say γ ă pi.
Let 1 denote the trivial partition with just one partitioning subset, clearly all
pi P Πpkq satisfies pi ! 1. We’ll write pi “ pΠ1, . . . ,Π|piq below.
Using the induction hypothesis we have
sk “ mk ´
ÿ
piă1
|pi|ź
j“1
spij
“
ÿ
γď1
ż
R|γ|
hγpxqρpxqdx´
ÿ
piă1
|pi|ź
j“1
ÿ
Γpjq partitions Πj
ż
R|Γpjq|
hΓpjqpxpjqqρT pxpjqqdxpjq .
Note that xpjq is a vector in R|Γpjq|. Interchanging the sum in the second term and
let γ “ pΓp1q, . . . ,Γp|pi|qq ď pi, we obtain
sk “
ÿ
γď1
ż
R|γ|
hγpxqρpxqdx´
ÿ
γď1
ÿ
γďpiă1
ż
R|γ|
hγpxq
” |pi|ź
j“1
ρT pxpjqqdxpjq
ı
“
ÿ
γď1
ż
R|γ|
hγpxq
”
ρpxq ´
ÿ
pi:γďpiă1
|pi|ź
j“1
ρT pxpjqqdxpjq
ı
, here x “ pxp1q, . . . , xp|pi|qq,
“
ÿ
γď1
ż
R|γ|
hγpxq
”
ρpxq ´
ÿ
piPΠp|γ|q: piă1
ρT px, piq
ı
dx
“
ÿ
γď1
ż
R|γ|
hγpxqρT pxqdx .
This completes the induction step and the proof of Lemma 15.
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Appendix C. An explicit computation for the two-point
correlation function of P8
First thanks to translation and reflection invariance one has ρps, tq “ ρp0, t´sq “
ρp0, s ´ tq, therefore it suffices to compute ρp0, tq for t ą 0. This function was
computed in an earlier paper [24] (which also contains many interesting statistics
about the real roots); we choose provide the details for the reader’s convenience.
Let γptq “ e´t2{2 and gptq “ γptqP8ptq. The zero distribution of P8 and g are the
same, so it suffices to compute the two-point correlation function for the real zeros
of g. The covariance matrix for gp0q, gptq, g1p0q, g1ptq is a symmetric 4 ˆ 4 matrixˆ
A B
C D
˙
where A,B,C,D are 2 ˆ 2 matrices. It follows that the conditional
distribution of pg1p0q, g1ptqq given gp0q “ 0 and gptq “ 0 is a centered bivariate
Gaussian with covariance matrix Σ “ D ´ CA´1B. Since Ergptqgpsqs “ γpt ´ sq,
one has C “ BT and
A “
ˆ
1 γptq
γptq 1
˙
, B “
ˆ
0 ´tγptq
tγptq 0
˙
, D “
ˆ
1 p1´ t2qγptq
p1´ t2qγptq 1
˙
.
Therefore via explicit computation (below γ “ γptq “ e´t2{2)
(C.1) Σ “ I `M , M “
ˆ
x y
y x
˙
, x “ ´t
2γ2
1´ γ2 , y “ p1´ t
2qγ ´ t
2γ3
1´ γ2
Note that pgp0q, gptqq is a centered bivariate Gaussian with covariant A, thus the
density at p0, 0q is p2pia1´ γ2q´1. It follows that
ρp0, tq “ 1
2pi
a
1´ γ2Er|X| ¨ |Y |s(C.2)
where pX, Y q have mean zero bivariate Gaussian distributions with covariant Σ.
Note that |α| “ 1?
2pi
ş8
0
p1´e´α2x{2qx´3{2dx (which follows from a simple rescaling
of the integration variable and integration by parts). Using the Kac-Rice formula,
it follows that
Er|X| ¨ |Y |s “ 1
2pi
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
pfpu, vq ´ fpu, 0q ´ fp0, vq ` fp0, 0qqu´3{2v´3{2dudv
fpu, vq “ Ere´puX2`vY 2q{2s “
ˇˇˇ
detpI ` Σ
ˆ
u 0
0 v
˙ ˇˇˇ´1{2
“
´
p1` uqp1` vq ` xpu` v ` 2uvq ` uvpx2 ´ y2q
¯´1{2
Redefine A “ x and B “ x2 ´ y2, we have
fpu, vq “
´
1` pA` 1qv ` p1` A` v ` 2Av `Bvqu
¯´1{2
“
´
1` pA` 1qv
¯´1{2´
1`Mvu
¯´1{2
where Mv “ 1`A`p1`2A`Bqv1`pA`1qv . We now use the elementary identityż
p1` αq´1{2α´3{2dα “ ´2p1` αq1{2α´1{2 ` C
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and obtain, via a simple change of variables,ż 8
0
´
fpu, vq ´ fp0, vq
¯
u´3{2du “ 1a
1` pA` 1qv
ż 8
0
´
p1`Mvuq´1{2 ´ 1
¯
u´3{2du
“ 1a
1` pA` 1qv
´
2u´1{2 ´ 2p1`Mvuq1{2u´1{2
¯
|80
“ ´2M
1{2
va
1` pA` 1qv
In particular we could let v “ 0 and obtain ´2p1 ` pA ` 1quq´1{2 as the result.
Therefore
Er|X| ¨ |Y |s “ 1
2pi
ż 8
0
2
´?
A` 1´ p1` A` p1` 2A`Bqvq
1{2
1` pA` 1qv
¯
v´3{2dv
Let N “ 1`2A`Bp1`Aq2 ă 1 (since B ă A2). Using the change of variables v ÞÑ p1 `
2A`Bqv{p1` Aq we obtain
Er|X| ¨ |Y |s “ 1
2pi
2p1` 2A`Bq1{2
ż 8
0
´
1´ p1` vq
1{2
1`N´1v
¯
v´3{2dv
“ 1
2pi
2p1` 2A`Bq1{2
´ 2
α
arctanpu
α
q ` 2
u
´ 2v´1{2
¯v“8
v“0
where u :“ v1{2p1` vq´1{2 and α “aN{p1´Nq. Thus
Er|X| ¨ |Y |s “ 1
2pi
4p1` 2A`Bq1{2
´ 1
α
arctanp 1
α
q ` 1
¯
Note that arctanp 1
α
q “ arccospα{?1` α2q “ arccosp?Nq. Therefore
Er|X| ¨ |Y |s “ 1
2pi
´
4p1` 2A`Bq1{2 ` 4?A2 ´B arccosp
?
1` 2A`B
1` A q
¯
Recalling A “ x and B “ x2 ´ y2 and (C.1) we obtain
ρp0, tq “ 1
pi2
?
1´ e´t2
´ap1` xq2 ´ y2 ` |y| arcsinp |y|
1` xq
¯
(C.3)
where x, y are defined using (C.1). One could check that 1 ` x ě 0 ě y thus by
letting
δ :“ |y|
1` x “
e´t2{2pe´t2{2 ` t2 ´ 1q
1´ e´t2 ´ t2e´t2
we obtain
ρp0, tq “
ap1´ e´t2q2 ´ t4e´t2
pi2p1´ e´t2q
´
1` δ?
1´ δ2 arcsin δ
¯
which recovers [24, (D8,D9)]. From here a numerical evaluation gives
Corollary 2. Let kptq “ ρp0, tq ´ 1
pi2
. Then pkp0q ` 1
pi
“ 0.18198... ą 0.
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Figure 1. Mathematica plot of kptq :“ ρp0, tq ´ 1
pi2
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